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“Dad, are you satisfied just when Samuel comes down on his knees?” Jiang Hai asked.

” Obviously.” Jiang Fu stated righteously, “I’m old and don’t care concerning anything currently. I
simply appreciate my reputation.

You do not understand how those people are speaking about the Go Organization in Cloud City. I have
taken out from the organization, I have additionally been reprimanded several times. If I don’t vent my
temper, I will not rest in peace.”

Jiang Hai sighed in his heart. He was a very filial individual, so he respected Jiang Fu’s feelings
significantly. Now this issue was a lot more bothersome than Jiang Fu’s creative imagination.

Jiang Hai had not been going to annoy Manfred, and also he really did not want to befall with Manfred
either. He was a person in the grey location. If he were to cause trouble for the Jiang Family, it would
certainly be an incredibly troublesome issue.

“Can’t we have some area for discussion?” Jiang Hai claimed.

When Jiang Fu heard this, he realized that something was wrong. Judging from Jiang Hai’s perspective,
it seemed that he wanted Jiang Fu to minimize the trouble, which made Jiang Fu’s face show
dissatisfaction.

“Jiang Hai, what do you imply? Jiang Fu stated coldly.

“Dad, Manfred came to my office today as well as fulfilled me,” Jiang Hai stated.

“Manfred? What is he trying to do?” Jiang Fu frowned and asked. No person in business globe was
willing ahead right into contact with a person like Manfred. Did he concern the company to find means
to make money?

“He said that Samuel is his boss. He desires you to kneel down in individuals’s Square tomorrow.
Otherwise, he will certainly manage the Jiang household,” Jiang Hai stated.

His words made Jiang Fu stand up in exhilaration. He went to individuals’s Square and also knelt to
Samuel? Exactly how was that feasible!

“Bullshit. It’s impossible for me to stoop,” Jiang Fu claimed angrily.

“Naturally I do not desire you to kneel down, so I’m questioning if I can review it with him. As long as
you do not target Samuel, that’s enough,” Jiang Hai said.

“I have actually said it. Now the whole city recognizes that I, Jiang Fu, am going to manage Samuel. If I
simply let it go, I will certainly become a joke. Samuel is a good-for-nothing. How can he be Manfred’s
employer?” Jiang Fu claimed.

Jiang Hai really did not think it either. Given that Manfred had said so, it meant that he was identified
to stand on Samuel’s side as well as would aid him.

“Daddy, do you indicate that we are going to fall out with Manfred?” Jiang Hai asked.



“So suppose we turn against each other? Do you think I, Jiang Fu, will be afraid of him? He’s just a
jumping bug at night society. Just how qualified is he?” Jiang Fu claimed disdainfully.

Jiang Hai saw Jiang Fu’s difficult perspective, so he can just think of another means. The time was also
brief. Tomorrow was the time he arranged with Samuel. One evening, Jiang Hai really did not
understand if he could discover a means to address this issue.

“Father, I’ll give it a try. If Samuel just utilized cash to hire Manfred, I’ll just spend a little bit much
more,” Jiang Hai claimed.

“Your money is all given by me. Do not be reluctant. If I lose face, the entire Jiang family members will
be shamed in Cloud City,” Jiang Fu advised him.

“I recognize.” Jiang Hai left home and headed for the Hex funding nightclub.

In less than half a day, Manfred went to all the participants of the Association who were associated
with this issue as well as made use of the same method as a warning.

“Manager Manfred, you are simply alerting those old fellows, is it useful?” There were just a few
stewards tidying up the city prior to the opening event. Johann asked Manfred.

Manfred stated with a smile. If the words were able to frighten them into kneeling in the public square,
then they were just too cowardly.

“After that … exists otherwise? Don’t you guarantee Bro Samuel this matter can be resolved?” Johann
considered Manfred in confusion.

“Do you assume that they would certainly dare to overlook my words?” Manfred asked.

Johann decisively trembled his head. With Manfred’s current status, also the Heavenly Family wouldn’t
risk to easily disregard him, much less any person else.

“Obviously not. These people in the business globe are really worried of us.” Johann claimed.

“Since you currently understand, what are you fretted about? If I don’t go and find them, they should
at least come as well as bargain with me, right?” Manfred stated.

Johann instantly comprehended. Manfred was to hand down everybody’s message, those individuals
would certainly be tense and also take advantage of this time period to locate Manfred to convince
him not to assist Samuel.
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